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* Important Notice: The retail prices
shown here are non-binding

recommendations that retailers can

charge their customers. They are not

part of any specific offer or

advertisement. These prices include all

charges as well as VAT, but do not cover

any additional delivery and shipping

costs. Our latest price lists for the retail

market include all applicable delivery

and payment terms for retailers.

FGA-102
Order No.: 25.1650

Professional stereo line transformer,

for reducing signal interference and hum loops

which may occur, e.g. when connecting PC

sound cards to hi-fi systems or mixers.

Galvanically isolated inputs and outputs

Gold-plated RCA connections (600 Ω)

Frequency range: 20–20,000 Hz

Robust metal ho…

+ more

EUR 59,90

RRP *

BUY AT B2B SHOP (HTTP://WWW.MONACOR-WEBSHOP.DE/ENG/SILVER.EC
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Professional stereo line transformer,

for reducing signal interference and

hum loops which may occur, e.g. when

connecting PC sound cards to hi-fi

systems or mixers.

Galvanically isolated inputs and

outputs

Gold-plated RCA connections (600

Ω)

Frequency range: 20–20,000 Hz

Robust metal housing with very good

shielding qualities, suitable for stage

applications

Dimensions: 125 × 55 × 75 mm

Weight: 650 g

SOUNDCHECK 07/2007 tools4music

06/2009

on the FGA-102, FGA-202, LC-31, MC-31

and LSP-102:

"Every musician or sound engineer

should have these little helpers in their

toolbox. They impress by their

unobtrusiveness. Both the robust metal

housing and the functionality of these

transformers allow to solve many

problems on stage or in the studio at a

reasonable price." on the LSP-102,

LC-31, FGA-102, FGA-202, DIB-102

"Recommendable and fit for

on-the-road applications. An attractively

priced little audio aid, perfect for the

'ever accompanying' tool case."

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS FGA-102

FGA-102

Description transformer

Frequency range 20–20,000 Hz

Input impedance 600 Ω

Admiss. ambient temp. 0–40 °C

Dimensions 125 × 55 × 75 mm

Weight 650 g

Inputs 1 x RCA L/R

Outputs 1 x RCA L/R
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